you can be a hero
by investing monthly, you allow us to expand our programs to keep more babies clean and health.  

WATCH: monthly donors are truly our heroes
when you become a happybottoms hero, you’re joining a community dedicated to sustaining HappyBottoms' mission over the long term. give monthly.

your monthly gift keeps babies' future bright!

each month, your investment supports programs like:

distribution agencies  bundles of joy  potty training education  enhanced service project
a happybottoms™ HERO is a special type of supporter

when you give monthly, you are supporting families with the greatest need.

become a hero today!
become a happybottoms™ HERO and receive:

this window cling welcome gift

**** quarterly tokens of appreciation

**** 10% discount on happybottoms’ marketplace

become a HERO today!
Thank you! happybottoms™ HEROES

Sarah A Walters
Nikol Averbuch
Andrea M Babbit
Matthew Banti
Malorie Barnett
Ashleigh Bauer
Lauren Bauer
Karen Bisset
Dandy Blagg-Staggs
Michelle Blush
Sarah Bumgardner
Tess and Nathan Cameron
Katie Carrothers
Luiz Chagas
Kate Christensen
Sunyoung chung
Brent Coggins
Cynthia Costa
Moe Cougher
Ashley Crowley
Jean Daniels
Catherine Darnell
Megan Dierks
Paula Donoho
Donald Dunning
Mary Dykmann
Sheila Edgar
Marjorie Engelmann
alyson englander
Mackenzie Ericson
W. David Farson
W. David Farson
Laurie Fox
Suzanne Franki
Jill Galkowski
Anne Grant
Tanya Grassnick
Greg A Heishman
Charlene Grothues
Sandy Gulley
Wendy Hageman
Taylor Hamilton
Aileen Har
Erin Hare
Lara Hastings Laschen
Jennifer Hayden
Tracy Hearshman
Andrew Heise
Brieanne Hilton
Jen Houston
Michaela Hunter
Austin Hurst
Carmen June
Amanda Kauer
Torrence & Rachel Kelley
Kenneth & Gayle Nicolay
Alia Khoja
Jill Kingsbury
Stacy Kneibert
Andrew Koebbe
Jana Kortje
Stephanie Larsen
Leann and Brian Gillespie
Hilary Lemon
Courtney Lewis
Melanie Lombardo
Fawn Lopez
Dan Luethje
Grace Magott
Megan Malcom
Cindy Malone
Mary maughn
Gretchen McClure
Elizabeth McDole
Brian McMurray
Ashley McWilliams
Sheryl Mehrhoff
Judith Mieure
Libbie Moore
Thank you!

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carmichael
Edith Nally
Richard Nelson
Shari Nelson
Jordan Newman
Margie Payne
Lisa Peacock
Mary Perkins
Penny Peter
Adam Pickett
Laura Plaisance
Annette Portz
Skip Quimby
Eric & Betsy Roadman
Sally Roberts
Martha Roe
Dylan Rogers

Patricia Roy
Anastasia Royer
George Santamarina
Holly Santee
Rachel Sarafin
Tom Schreiber
Geri Seavey
Elizabeth Seely
Ellen Sheridan
Dahnika Short
Lee Sittler
Patricia Stark
Chris and Kristin Streiler
Jennifer Strong
Kathy Tarbe
Dani Toubia

Jason Tower
Kristen Trombold
Erin Tweedy
Mark and Pam Ungashick
Jerri USSERY
Stephanie Villarreal
Jaclyn Voran
Mary Ellen Walton
Terry Whitmarsh
Cynthia Wiscombe
Janice Worner
Cynthia Yin
Allison Zuker